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Abstract 
Industrial Design is still seen as a "soft" factor without big influence within the most product 
development decisions, because of the low measurability (Kohler, 2003). Therefore it is necessary to 
develop a tool which enables Industrial Designers to make design preferences empirically measurable. 
This paper will provide first insights to relevant theories, perspectives and a comprehensive 
methodology overview for implicit and explicit measuring methods, which will be implemented in 
future steps in the emerging crowdsourcing approach to support Industrial Design decisions. 
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1. Introduction 
In Industrial Design there is a high risk to make the wrong decisions (Kohler, 2003). This is due to a 
lack of information and the fact that the designer cannot fully predict the customer's preferences (Kohler, 
2003). It is not so much the objective attributes of the product, which dominate buying decisions and 
consumer behaviour, it’s the perception and the individual evaluation of a product which influences 
them the most (Herrmann, 1998; Kohler, 2003). Yamimoto and Lambert showed that the product gestalt 
has a big influence in customer's evaluation process of a product and in some cases this influence is 
even greater than the influence of the price (Yamamoto, 1994). Therefore it should be the goal to find a 
good way to connect decisions in Industrial Design with consumer behaviour and the way people 
perceive and evaluate objects. There are some studies which show the big influence of Industrial Design 
in consumer behaviour (Veryzer, 1995; Kohler, 2003; Landwehr, 2008). In contrast to that the Industrial 
Design is still seen as a "soft" factor without big influence within in the most product development 
decisions (Kohler, 2003). Product design is not easy to argue, because of the low measurability. 
Therefore it is necessary to find a way to make design preferences measurable within a product 
development team. In order to get a better connection to the target groups preferences it's no longer 
enough to make important design decisions without considering people outside of the product 
development team and context. The "user-needs gap" (Oehme, 2013) has to be closed. Löbach (1976) 
defined "empirical aesthetics" as a way to do so as following "Detecting subjective values and aesthetic 
preferences of groups of people." This is of course an opposite understanding of design to some 
designers which acquire a normative claim to fulfil an absolute aesthetic value through their aesthetic 
education (Löbach, 1976; Kohler, 2003). A good approach is to get in contact with a "crowd" of people 
in their individual context. Luckily the technical possibilities open the way wide for approaches like 
that. Unfortunately of course not every single designer is able to develop a platform for this or even 
define the adequate methods to get a view on product design which considers the main dimensions and 
is empirically based. This paper aims to provide a theoretically foundation of the relevant dimensions 
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and perception levels. Based on this, possible methods will be categorised and applied to these 
dimensions and levels of perception. 

2. Chronologic overview of the different understandings of aesthetic appreciation 
and industrial design 

The research of aesthetics is based on a long tradition. It is possible to find first publications in the time 
of Pythagoras between the sixth and fourth century before Christ (Fedrizzi, 2012). The beginning of 
empirical and experimental research can be found in Fechners "Vorschule der Ästhetik" (1876) (Oehme, 
2013). In the following there will be given a short chronological overview of the different 
understandings of aesthetics and product design throughout this time until now. 
Fechner influenced the aesthetics to this day, in particular through his systematic experimental approach 
(Oehme, 2013). In addition, he postulated various aesthetic principles (minimum stimulating level, 
aesthetic assistance, simplicity/variety, consistency, clarity and aesthetic association principle) to 
influence the aesthetic impression. With the last principle (aesthetic association principle) Fechner 
divides aesthetics into two parts (Zeh, 2010). Aesthetic effects are therefore the result of direct formal 
(aesthetic) and indirect associative (semantic) factors (Zeh, 2010). 
Christian von Ehrenfeld started the development of the Gestalt Theory by the use of term "Gestalt" 
concept at the end of the 19th century. For him, a gestalt has the characteristics of oversummativity and 
transposability. Oversummativity means that a gestalt shows attributes that go beyond the properties of 
the parts(Wirtz, 2014). Transposability means that the form qualities are not tied to a specific entity 
(Sabar, 2013). Besides these two aspects the law of "Prägnanz" has been defined, which says that we 
tend to order our experience in a manner that is regular, orderly, symmetrical, and simple. Literally, the 
German word Prägnanz means conciseness, unambiguity or precision (Sabar, 2013). Based on the 
principle of gestalt the well-known gestalt laws were established (Metzger, 1967). 
The American mathematician Birkhoff developed an aesthetic measure for the mathematical 
evaluation of the aesthetic content of objects. The so-called Birkhoff measure is composed as a quotient 
of visual order to complexity (Birkhoff, 1933). He determines the value visual order from the geometric 
relationships of the gestalt elements to one another. 
The Theory of Product Language is one approach to a better understanding of product semantics in 
design which has been developed at the "Hochschule für Gestaltung" in Offenbach. It starts by 
distinguishing between two kinds of sensory functions, formal aesthetic and sign functions 
(Krippendorff, 2006). These are separated in: Indicator functions (Fischer, 1984) and symbol functions 
(Gros, 1987). Indicator functions make the “practical functions of a product visible and understandable.” 
(Fischer, 1984). Symbol functions pertain to the product’s “cultural, social, technological, economic, 
and ecological meanings.” (Gros, 1987). The authors of the theory suggest that symbol functions are 
responsible for likes or dislikes, as well as for the attribution of such character traits (personality 
property) as “bourgeois,” “modern,” and “avant-garde” (Steffen, 2000; Krippendorff, 2006). 
The Fluency-Theory assumes that stimuli differ in their mental processing characteristics. There is a 
number of studies that prove this theory (Tsai and Thomas, 2011). Three types of fluency are to be 
distinguished: perceptual processing fluency (Reber and Schwarz, 1999) conceptual fluency (semantic 
meaning), and linguistic fluency (phonological properties of a stimulus). A design is particularly well 
perceived when simple processing is ensured. A high processing fluency results in a positive affect and 
thus also has a decisive effect on the affection or rejection of the consumer (Schwemmle, 2016). 
Lavie and Tractinsky distinguish in their two-component model of aesthetics classical aesthetics (e.g. 
clear, symmetric, clean) and expressive aesthetics (e.g. creative, original, fascinating) (Hassenzahl et 
al., 2003). 
Synthesis of the theoretical positions 
It can be seen that in design different dimensions have to be considered. There is no doubt that the 
aesthetic dimension has to be considered. But on top of that it has also be shown that product semantics 
have to be considered, because they have a big influence on design preferences and the buying intention 
(Steffen, 2000; Zeh, 2010; Schwemmle, 2016). In this paper product semantics will defined in a way 
that they also include the social dimensions and hedonic attributes. Therefore two dimensions have to 
be considered: the aesthetic dimension and the semantic dimension. It is clear that besides design also 
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functionality, handleability (Usability), producibility, availability, maintainability, and sustainability of 
a product have to be considered (Vajna, 2014) but these aspects aren't discussed in this paper. The results 
of conceptualising a procedure to evaluate design preferences can of course be integrated in such holistic 
approaches. 

3. Product design frameworks  
As already shown in the introduction, it is very important to design products which fit to the processes 
of perceiving an object (Hermann, 1998). Product Design Frameworks can help to systemise these 
processes and differentiate the relevant levels of processing and to get a better view on which variables 
are influencing design preferences and which reactions they evoke. 
Levels of perception in Product Design Frameworks 
Six of these Product Design Frameworks are shown in Figure 1, including different levels of perception 
and processing in chronological order from left to right. 

.  

Figure 1. Levels of perception and processing in product design frameworks and 
their categorisation in implicit (automatic) and explicit (controlled) processing based on 

(Bloch, 1995; Leder et al., 2004; Norman, 2005; Zeh, 2010; Ulrich, 2011; Graf and 
Landwehr, 2015) 

All these Product Design Frameworks are combined to extract common phases in the perceptual and 
processing levels, to consider them in design decisions. 
Synthesis of the phases of the Product Design Frameworks 
In all these frameworks (except Bloch's model) there is an intended distinction of implicit and explicit 
processes. The distinction can be made in the sense that implicit processes run completely automatically 
and without our conscious intervention. Evaluating implicit processes through implicitly measuring 
methods additionally to the explicit processes with conventional methods seems to be an interesting 
approach to support design decision because these implicit processes and reactions have a big influence 
on consumer behaviour (Ulrich, 2011) and too often only explicit processes are considered (Graf and 
Landwehr 2015). To measure implicit und explicit processing is not yet common in Industrial Design, 
although in other sciences like psychology this is already common and often necessary (Greenwald et 
al., 1998). Unfortunately implicit aspects cannot be measured by the tools with which industrial 
designers are familiar.  
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4.  Attributes which influence preferences for product designs 
In Section 3 Product Design Frameworks were considered to extract relevant levels of perception and 
processing. In this section we want to have a closer look on Product Appearance Attributes. 

4.1. Product appearance attributes 
To get a holistic view what attributes could be interesting, studies of different authors out of different 
disciplines (and different approaches to extract attributes) were integrated (Table 1). 

Table 1. Product appearance attributes 

 

 Title Authors Attributes 
Explicit/ 
Implicit 

1 A psychometric investigation of a 
scale for the evaluation of the 
aesthetic element in consumer 
durable goods. 

Ellis (1993) Simplicity, Harmony, Balance, 
Dynamics, Unity 

explicitly 
measured 
 

2 Produktdesign (Product design)  Schwemmle (2016) Aesthetic, Functional, Symbolic explicitly 
measured 

3 How Consumers Perceive Product 
Appearance 

Blijlevens et al. 
(2009) 

Modernity, Simplicity, 
Playfulness 

explicitly 
measured 

4 The Identification of Three 
Product  
Appearance Attributes 

Veryzer et al. 
(1998) 

Visual Attractiveness, 
Prototypicality, Unity 

explicitly 
measured 

5 
 

Towards a unified model of 
aesthetic pleasure in design 

Berghman, Hekkert 
(2017) 

Aesthetic appreciation, Typicality, 
Novelty, Unity, Variety, 
Connectedness, Autonomy 

explicitly 
measured 

6 Erfolgsfaktor Produktdesign  
(Success factor product design) 

Zeh (2010) Simplicity-Complexity, 
Familiarity - Novelty, Degree of 
personal significance 

Implicitly 
/ explicitly 
measured 

7 Aesthetics and psychobiology Berlyne (1971) Complexity (r), Instability (r), 
Novelty(r), Surprise (r), Conflict 
(r) Ambiguity (r) 

Implicitly 
/ explicitly 
measured 

8 Zur Bewertung von 
Anmutungsqualitäten (Evaluation 
of semantic qualities) 

Frey (1993) Value, Time, Peculiarity, 
Aesthetics, Atmosphere, Trust, 
Superiority 

explicitly 
measured 

9 Product Aesthetics  Leder and Hekkert 
(2008) 

Balance, Good proportion, 
Symmetry, Complexity and 
Variety, Unity in Variety, 
Conjunctive Ambiguity, 
Familiarity and Prototypicality, 
Originality, Novelty, 
Innovativeness 

explicitly 
measured 
 

10 The Thing and I: Understanding 
the Relationship Between User and 
Product 

Hassenzahl et al. 
(2003) 

Hedonic Quality (Stimulation), 
Hedonic Quality (Evocation), 
Hedonic Quality (Identification), 
Attractivity (Aesthetic); Pragmatic 
quality 

explicitly 
measured 
 
 

11 Two component model of 
aesthetics 

Lavie and 
Tractinsky (2004) 

Classical: clear, symmetric, clean 
expressive aesthetics: creative, 
original, fascinating 

explicitly 
measured 
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Table 1 shows that most authors use explicit measures to evaluate their attributes. Only Zeh and 
Berlyne describe implicit measures. Both consider evaluation through sensory acquisition 
(physiological). 

4.2. Synthesis of the most relevant attributes  
It turns out that there are some attributes which are integrated in most publications for example 
complexity or prototypicality. Obviously there are also some attributes which are not often 
considered. It seems reasonable that the ones that haven't been considered often aren't that important 
for the majority of the included researchers. In Table 2 all attributes are mentioned, which are included 
at least two times in the different publications. One exception in the selection of the attributes has 
been made by the attribute playfulness. This one was selected even though it was mentioned once., 
because of the consumer centred approach that has been made to extract consumer orientated 
attributes (Blijlevens et al., 2017). Table 2 shows additionally the main dimension which is being 
considered. The transitions are fluent in some cases. This table shows whether the attribute is a direct 
indicator for a design preference or is defined as a bipolar classification of a design. For the second 
property it is not defined which position is the best on the scale and can differ from individual, product 
and context. 

Table 2. Synthesis of the most relevant product appearance attributes 

Attributes Suggested Scale Type Main Dimension 

Symmetry / Asymmetry Bipolar classification scale Aesthetic dimension 

Unity / Variety Bipolar classification scale Aesthetic dimension  

Simplicity / Complexity Bipolar classification scale Aesthetic dimension 

Unambiguousness / Ambiguousness  Bipolar classification scale with 
extractable rating  

Aesthetic dimension 

Aesthetic Attractiveness Direct indicator for a design preference Aesthetic dimension 

Balance / Instability Bipolar classification scale Aesthetic dimension and 
semantic dimension 

Novelty / Prototypicality Bipolar classification scale Aesthetic dimension and 
semantic dimension 

Playfulness / Functional  Bipolar classification scale Semantic dimension 

Originality / Classic Bipolar classification scale Semantic dimension 

Connectedness / Autonomy Bipolar classification scale Semantic dimension 

Degree of personal significance Bipolar classification scale Semantic dimension 

4.3. Individual factors and situative factors influencing design preferences 
In some of the frameworks especially in Bloch's model, individual factors and situative factors are being 
considered (Bloch, 1995). It is supposed to be a valuable additional approach to measure these so called 
moderating factors to analyse a possible interrelation to design preferences. This interrelation is 
supposed to be valuable to give an answer to the question which kind of people prefer one product 
design or another. This additional information is interesting for design decision because of the resulting 
information about achievable market segments. 
A number of consumer research studies have investigated the influence of Individual Tastes and 
Preferences on design preference. There is even a branch in research of aesthetics (subjectivism) which 
says that this is the most relevant aspect and that there are no universal principles in design preferences 
(Landwehr, 2008). Recent publications describe a symbiosis of subjectivism and objectivism as 
interactionalism (Merleau-Ponty and Edie, 1971; Ingarden, 1985) and postulate that some definable 
stimulus properties interact with some definable qualities of the observer (Landwehr, 2008). This 
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approach will be integrated into the planned design decision tool. Crilly et al. (2004) include in their 
consideration e.g. age, gender, experience and personality as well as the consumer’s self-confidence, 
social aspirations and personal ideologies. It seems to be an approach to measure these individual 
factors. There is a possibility to describe personality in the "big" five personality dimensions: 
neuroticism, openness to experience, agreeableness, and conscientiousness (Digman, 1990). 
Additionally Zeh (Zeh, 2010) proposes a scale ("Perzeptionstypen") with which different individual 
types of perception can be measured and classified. This could serve interesting interrelations between 
the bipolar classification attributes e.g. complexity/simplicity and the optimum stimulation level of an 
observer (Zeh, 2010). 
Most of the situative factors can be understood as restrictions that have to be considered by presenting 
the product-design to customers. In this category of situative factors we can find the mere exposure 
effect, which explains the phenomena that presenting preferred or neutral product designs several times 
the preference increases (Zajonc, 1968). Of course all product designs have to be presented in an 
identical way. As an example, the effect of isoluminance should be mentioned here. That means that all 
product design should be illuminated identically. Some situative factors cannot be fulfilled by 
restrictions in the experimental design, because they are bound to the emotional or cognitive state the 
subjects are in to. Evaluating these factors seems to be relevant for the planned decision tool, because 
these factors could explain unexpected results. Noteworthy factors are the involvement, the emotional 
state and whether the subjects are currently exposed to pain. 

5. Crowdsourcing of design preferences 
Although the earliest formalisation of crowdsourcing may be long time ago, the explicit usage of the 
term `crowdsourcing' is generally attributed to being first coined in 2006 by a journalist for Wired 
magazine (Howe, 2006) as a play on the commonly known term "outsourcing" (Burnap, 2016). In this 
paper the following definition of Burnap will be used (Burnap, 2016): "The aggregation of input for a 
given design task from a number of people other than the designer herself, using a systematic 
aggregation procedure enabled by the reach and scale of the internet and modern computation, with the 
goal of augmenting the designer's decision-making during the design process." Crowdsourcing can fulfil 
different roles as shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Roles of a crowd in different decision making phases (Chiu et al., 2014) 

In this contribution crowdsourcing is used for the preference identification and for evaluating (polling) 
the attributes shown in Section 4. The need for such a preference identification tool also results from 
crowdsourced designs. With these co-creation processes a lot of concepts can be found, but the next 
challenge is to find the best ones. It would be also possible to close the loop through iteration processes 
between crowdsourcing designs and crowdsourced preference identification (as it has been done for text 
editing by (Little et al., 2009)). Even a parameter optimization based on co-created designs which is 
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optimized through algorithms based on crowd preference identification is possible and is part of own 
further research (similar research to this was done before, e.g. (Yanagisawa and Fukuda, 2004), in which 
the methods to measure design preferences can be improved). 

6. Overview of methods to identify design preferences  
There are a lot of possible methods to identify design preferences or to evaluate aesthetics of an object 
(Greb et al., 2016). As described in Section 3 it is necessary to measure implicit and explicit processing. 
And as described in Section 2 and 4 it is necessary to evaluate different dimensions, attributes as well 
as situative and individual factors. 

6.1. Clustering methods based on their type of acquisition 
To get an overview of methods and tools it is possible to cluster them into groups. In a meta-study of 
the Journal "Empirical Studies of the Art" methods were classified into the following groups: 
behavioural, computational, content analysis, experiment, interview, observation, physiological, rating 
and surveys (Greb et al., 2016). These nine groups can be reduced to the following five main groups on 
the base of their type of acquisition: 

 Preference evaluation through sensory acquisition (physiological) 
 Preference evaluation through questioning (surveys, and ratings) 
 Preference evaluation through observation (behavioural, observation) 
 Preference evaluation through choice experiments (comparison, experiment) 
 Object based preference evaluation through computational methods 

Methods that evaluate preferences through sensory acquisition (physiological) are interesting because 
they can measure implicit processing so they can acquire what humans can't or won't tell in surveys or 
interviews. They are per definition implicit. Interesting methods for the purpose of design decision could 
be the following: Electroencephalography (EEG), Electro Dermal Activity (EDA) and a combination of 
Electromyography (EMG) and EDA. Especially the combination of EDA and EMG can be interesting. 
Compared to other sensors, these are still quite cost-efficient and can capture emotions within the 
circumplex model (Valence-Arousal-Model) (Russell, 1980). 
Methods of the group preference evaluation through questioning have the advantage that they are 
well-established to be evaluated statistically. Interesting methods for the purpose of design decision 
could be the following: Surveys with Likert scales, the semantic differential (Frey, 1993), the 
"Gefallensurteil" by Seeger (2005), "Nutzwertanalyse" (NWA) (Scoring model) (Zangemeister, 2014) 
and the AttrakDiff (a specific semantic differential) (Hassenzahl et al., 2003). An additional interesting 
method could be found in the Affect Misattribution Procedure (AMP) (Payne et al., 2005) this method 
measures preferences based on priming by briefly-displayed stimuli that appear shortly before 
preference to Chinese characters are evaluated and has already successfully been used in some studies 
(Wullenkord, 2017). 
Choice based methods for preference evaluation which can be used in our approach are paired 
comparison (Thurstone, 1927), choice based conjoint (CBC) (Louviere, 1988), and the Analytical 
Hierarchy process (AHP) (Saaty, 2008). The cardinal scale which is integrated in the AHP doesn't seem 
to be that close to buying situations as ordinal decisions in paired comparisons and especially CBCs are. 
These two last-mentioned methods are therefore to be preferred.  
Methods based on observation are interesting because they can measure implicit reactions (without 
sensors) Interesting methods for the purpose of design decision could be the following: eyes on screen 
(involvement), Eye Tracking, Facial Action Coding System (Ekman and Friesen, 1978), and especially 
the Implicit Association Test (IAT) (Greenwald et al., 1998). 
Some attributes could get measured without customer's evaluation by Object based evaluation 
through computational methods. Interesting can be to measure Complexity on the basis of the stimuli 
picture (Landwehr, 2008), or to measure Symmetry, or even measure prototypicality via euclidic 
distance to a morph of multiple design stimuli (Landwehr, 2008) or evaluating Birkhoffs measure 
(M=O/C) (Birkhoff, 1933) through computational methods.  
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6.2. Categorise methods based on the levels of perception and dimensions of design 
On the Basis of the insights of Section 6.1 all relevant methods shall be inserted in an overview. Figure 
3 shows the methods ordered in groups based on their type of acquisition, categorised to dimensions 
and levels of perception (implicit and explicit). Additionally possible methods to measure emotions are 
presented; they are interesting to measure the situative emotional state as one of the moderating factors 
as described in Section 4.3. 

  
Figure 3. Evaluation methods integrated in the necessary dimensions which have to 

be considered in implicit and explicit processing 

In this overview it can be seen that preference evaluation through sensory acquisition and through 
observation offer a wide range of methods to measure implicit processing whereas preference 
evaluation through questioning and through choice offer mainly methods to evaluate explicit 
processing. All methods are also listed in alphabetical order in Table 3. Furthermore, a distinction is 
made between methods already established in the field of design, as well as methods that can be adapted 
from other fields of science. 
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Table 3. Methods to evaluate aesthetic preferences  
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IAT Implicit Association Test Greenwald et al. (1998) x  x 

PS Styles of Perception Zeh (2010) x 
 

(x)  

SD Semantic differential Frey (1993) x x 
 

x  

AD Attrakdiff  Hassenzahl   x x x  x  

SAM Self-Assessment Manikin Bradley, Lang (1994) x x   

EDA Electro Dermal Activity Jung (1907) x x x  x 

EMG Electromyography Marey (1890) x (x) x  x 

EEG Electroencephalography Berger (1929) x (x) x  x 

AMP Affect Misattribution 
Procedure 

Payne et al. (2005) x x  x 

GU Gefallensurteil Seeger (2005) x x x  

NWA Nutzwertanalyse Zangemeister (2014) x x x (x)  

LSS Likert-Scale-Survey Likert (1932) x x x x  

CBC Choice Based Conjoint Louviere (1988) x x x  x 

AHP Analytic Hierarchy Process Saaty (2008) x x x  x 

PC Paired Comparision Thurstone (1927) x x x x  

FACS Facial action Coding System Ekman and Friesen 
(1978) 

x x  x 

EOS Eyes on screen Yarbus (1967) x x  x 

M=O/C Birkhoff's aesthetic measure Birkhoff (1933) x (x)  

Prototyp-
icality 

Measuring Prototypicality 
based on morphing and 
euclidic distance  

Landwehr (2008)  
x 

 
(x) 

 

7. Selection of methods and attributes 
The selection of the methods should be done according to the exclusion principle. The big problem with 
methods within the group preference evaluation through sensory acquisition is that they need a 
laboratory environment. Therefore all these methods do not work in a decentralised way when applying 
the crowdsourcing approach. The problem with observations is similar; these usually do not work by 
crowdsourcing. One exception is the IAT, which is based on time measures and can be done online. 
Since these groups have to be ruled out for now (except the IAT) there are only two groups of methods 
left: The methods of choice and the methods of questioning. The methods of choice have the advantage 
that they are closer to consumer decisions e.g. buying decisions. Therefore, these will be in favour. In 
order to measure implicit aesthetic preferences no comparative method could be found, in this case the 
AMP will be used as a method out of the questioning group, which seems to be one of the only options 
to measure implicit aesthetic processing. The IAT seems to be ideal to evaluate bipolar attributes in the 
semantic dimensions shown in Section 3.4. The explicit semantic dimension with bipolar attributes can 
be measured by the semantic differential or the AttrakDiff. The main difference for these two is that out 
of the Attrakdiff there can be extracted a direct rating for Attractivity, Hedonic Quality and Pragmatic 
Quality whereas the semantic differential usually isn't used to extract ratings. The explicit processing of 
the aesthetic appreciation shall be measured by a choice based conjoint (CBC) or a paired comparison to 
get a better connection to the consumer behaviour e.g. buying situations. In addition, the buying intention 
and the "Word of mouth" (Schwemmle, 2016) should be evaluated as well with CBC or Paired 
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Comparison. In Figure 4 all the selected methods and attributes can be found and it can be seen how the 
process of a "proof of concept" study for a design decision support tool could look like. 

 
Figure 4. Selected methods and attributes arranged in the process of a planned study 

which will build the basis for the tool to support industrial design decisions 

8. Summary and outlook 
In this contribution, relevant theories and views on aesthetic evaluations and the involved processes of 
perception were analysed. An important finding from this is that a distinction must be made between 
implicit and explicit processing and therefore, it is necessary to define methods which measure explicitly 
and implicitly relevant attributes within the two main dimensions of Industrial Design (aesthetics and 
product semantics). Most product design scales are based on Likert scale acquisition and are therefore 
more targeted for evaluating explicit evaluating of design. Based on these insights in this article, a first 
collection of methods and associated attributes is generated. This approach has to be analysed in a first 
study and then the practicability to support design decisions has to be proven and to be optimised. The 
vision is to implement a web-based-tool for industrial designers (not only scientists) with which they 
can drag and drop their designs and to get a theoretically substantiated empirical result which design for 
which target group is preferred, so that finally industrial designer have better arguments in product 
development decisions. 
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